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        For the ministry of this service is not only fully supplying the needs of 
the saints, but is also overflowing through many thanksgivings to God.    
                                                                                                                          2 Cor. 9:12                                                          

         As is the case with so many places the Lord has taken us, so it was with Ghana. 
He has brought us home from there but has left of piece of Ghana in our hearts. We 
remain connected through the ministry of Sammy Tia. We are able to video chat with 
him every week and are so encouraged by his faithfulness and dedication to Jesus.  
     There are also many shed tears both from us and also from Sammy during our 
chats. It seems God has also put a little piece of us in Sammy’s heart as well. We 
laugh and cry as we discuss his ministry and the needs of all those he is in contact 
with. Just yesterday he was showing us some pictures of two infants that recently 
died, and explaining how they died. We are blessed that we are able to be a part of 
all that Sammy is doing, and hope one day God will give us the opportunity to return 
to Ghana, if only for a visit.

Mount Lemmon Ghana
         After arriving back in The U.S. we were looking for opportunities for us to 
remain in full time ministry. We looked into a few options, but the Lord let us know 
none of them were where He wanted us. Our managers on Mt. Lemmon called and 
offered us a position as hosts in Rose Canyon. After praying about this, it 
became clear to us this is exactly where the Lord wanted us. We accepted the 
position and returned to camp hosting on Mt Lemmon for the summer. 
        Without going into the details of the entire summer, we can tell you it was the 
worst season any of the regular hosts had ever seen. There were so many trials 
and difficulties. Bill was trying to light our bar-b-que grill one day and while 
putting lighter fluid on the wet wood the fire shot out of the grill and caught his 
shirt on fire. Bill could not get the shirt off and suffered second and third degree 
burns on his arm,
shoulder and face. 
The fire department 
came and he was 
whisked off to the 
Tucson burn unit.
         The Lord was truly taking care of Bill. This accident could have been very 
bad, but in the end he healed up nicely and has no lingering complications. All 
praise goes to Jesus, who looks after us and provides for our well being. At the 
exact time that Bill arrived at the burn unit, our manager Rod was also in the 
hospital having his left leg amputated just below the knee. Due to this surgery 
Rod and Linda had to stay off the mountain for the rest of the season. Their 
absence is primarily why it was such a difficult summer. 
       The camping season ended and after closing the campground we arrived at 
our first SOWER project, Pusch Ridge Christian Academy (PRCA). We were the 
only SOWERS on this project, so we were able to spend a little more time with the 
PRCA staff.

        Cindy was a 
hit with all of the 
office staff who 
kept her hopping 
on many different 
tasks. She  spent

a lot of time working on student files and helping out in the kitchen. Bill was 
working in the shop doing a variety of welding jobs.

        The King will answer and say to them, “Truly I say to you, to the extent 
that you did it to one of these brothers of Mine, even the least of them, you 
did it to Me.”                                                                                               Matt. 25:40                                                          

      Caring for widows, and orphans, through his maize production, providing the 
ability to attend school, to providing the building to have a school. Sammy is 
involved in the lives of so many people. Teaching children about Jesus. In our last 
video chat Sammy explained how he set up one of the widows with a small loan to 
start a food business.The photo of the group of children are standing in front of 
their existing school house. The boards are there to keep out the sheep and 
goats. The photo of the construction is the new school house. The students have 
been involved in every aspect of the construction. Taking an active part of 
providing for their own education. One of Sammy’s requirements. The rabbit 
colony we started while in Ghana is growing and expanding, and we are talking with 
Sammy about him taking the project out to some of the villages.  

         You have been with us for many years copartners on mission with Jesus. You 
provide the funds and prayers necessary for us to do the work the Lord calls us 
to. We are truly blessed by your commitment and dedication. Thank you so much                                            
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